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different category to those that live in their remote valleys.
and produce only for their own needs. These coffee-growers-
are by way of becoming small capitalists, and they can
afford luxuries beyond the means of their mountain-bound
compatriots. The East Coast natives have become more
Europeanized and mix much more easily with the whites.
The mountain tribes produce for their own consumption :
the East Coast natives produce for profit.
In connection with New Caledonian coffee—which, by the
way figures largely in the country's export with 6,500,000
francs per annum—I learned that it can't be grown out in
the open, because of a leaf disease. It has to be grown under
the shade of bigger trees—usually 'arbres noirs' (black trees)
which obligingly shield the coffee plants from the fierce
summer sun, which caused the disease. These amiable trees
shed their leaves and in winter allow the maximum sun and
light to penetrate to the plants, the rotting leaves providing
in addition a valuable manure.
New Caledonian coffee grows in beautiful glades that
seem, to have beeD designed from a Watteau painting. The
sheltering parent trees are planted first—in long straight
rows with at least twenty feet between the rows, and between
the trees. Once these have a good start the coffee bushes are
planted between them. The carbres noirs' grow to about
forty feet or fifty feet, and their spreading branches curve
over to form leafy naves and grey-ribbed archways, under
which the tops of the coffee plants—six or seven feet high—
form a thick green carpet. The delicate tracery of the
silver branches and the gleaming trunks of the carbres
noirs/ the deep green of the coffee leaves and the red of the
berries combine to make a New Caledonian coffee plantation
one of the most beautiful examples of planned Nature.
Unfortunately, I missed the coffee-picking season. It
must be an, attractive scene, with popinees in their coloured
frocks and piccaninnies with their shining brown tummies
poking out, milking the deep green bushes of their red
berries. I understand that the picturesque old coffee-bean
hulling methods have now been dispensed with—on the

